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City Heights E-ACT Academy 

Year 8 Spring holiday work pack – Science  

Name:__________________________________________ 

Topic Activity/Task 
Human 
reproduction 

Read the instructions for each topic session. There are interactive 
study sessions, videos and websites to visit throughout to give you 
multiple choices when it comes to your independent learning.  
You will need to take a picture of your work and the completed topic 
session page in this work pack and email to your teacher by Friday 
17th April 2020. 
The work pack will be found on the school website and on your 
teacher’s class google classroom.  
Teacher email addresses: 
8a/Sc1 – lee.r@chea.org.uk  
8a/Sc2 & 8s/Sc2 – Dunkley-codner.s@chea.org.uk  
8a/Sc3 – lee.l@chea.org.uk 
8s/Sc1 – carolino.a@chea.org.uk 
8s/Sc3 – Williams.c@chea.org.uk  

Variation 
Breathing 
Digestion 
Respiration 
Photosynthesis 

 
How to use the smilies for each session: 
After you have completed each task, you need to identify whether you feel you have (), 
partly (), have not () secured knowledge. Place a cross (X) in the box that best describes 
your security of knowledge. 

 

I have…    
… read and understood the above    

mailto:lee.r@chea.org.uk
mailto:Dunkley-codner.s@chea.org.uk
mailto:lee.l@chea.org.uk
mailto:carolino.a@chea.org.uk
mailto:Williams.c@chea.org.uk
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Session 1: Human reproduction 
 
Use the interactive website below to revise and test yourself on the topics of human 
reproduction. 
 
https://animatedscience.co.uk/ispring/ks3/5_bio_repro/  
 

 
If you cannot access the above, watch the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
ekRRuSa_UQ  
 
Complete the work sheet pack that is posted on your class google classroom called ‘human 
reproduction’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I can revise and…     
1…show the organisation of life processes    
2…state the functions of the female 
reproductive organs 

   

3…describe the process of IVF    
4…explain how a baby grows    
5…estimate gestation periods for elephants    
6/7…describe the functions of the female parts 
of a flower 

   

8…describe the function of each part of a seed    
9…explain the process of seed dispersal    
Total points out of 90: ________/90    

https://animatedscience.co.uk/ispring/ks3/5_bio_repro/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ekRRuSa_UQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ekRRuSa_UQ
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Session 2: Variation 

 
Visit the website https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/learner-english/ to define the 
following keywords: 
 
Variation  

_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 

Inherited (genetic)  
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 

Characteristic  
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 

Classification  
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 

Adaptation  
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 

Habitat  
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 

Species  
_________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1. I can show that I…     
…know the meanings of the variation keywords    

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/learner-english/
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Watch this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNU30T2EmQ8 

 

 
. 
 
 
 
 
 

2. I can show that I…     
…know examples of genetic and environmental variation    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNU30T2EmQ8
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3. I can create…    
My own family tree focussing on eye OR skin colour    
 

 
 
4. I can show that I…    
… understand the classification system we use to classify living 
organisms. 

   

 
Watch the bbc teach clip: https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/science-ks2--ks3-
classification-of-organisms/zh7g92p  
 

 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/science-ks2--ks3-classification-of-organisms/zh7g92p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/science-ks2--ks3-classification-of-organisms/zh7g92p
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     Slug                  Butterfly           Woodlouse            Wasp                   Spider              Snail 
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Session 3: Breathing 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. I can show that I…     
…know the meanings of the variation keywords    
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Session 3: Digestion 
 
Use the website below to access the interactive animation on digestion and health: 
https://animatedscience.co.uk/ispring/ks3/2_bio_diet%20and%20health/  
 
If you cannot access the above, see below: 

Watch this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irdT9Av6ZPk 

Pick at least 3 tasks to complete in your exercise book. 

Task Description 
1 Read through this website: 10 tips for a healthy diet 

 Make your own leaflet saying advertising why we should 
eat healthily 

2 Create a comic strip showing how food goes through the 
body. 

3 Find the chemical formula for Glucose 
4 How can obesity affect a person’s life? Create a poster 

advertising the dangers of obesity 
5 Write a newspaper article about the starvation of people 

in under developed countries. You must include research 
and the science of what can happen if you are 
malnourished. 

6 Draw and label a diagram of the digestive system- label all 
the parts and explain their jobs 

7 What are the 78 food groups and what are they used for? 
8 What does the word malnourished mean? 
 

 

https://animatedscience.co.uk/ispring/ks3/2_bio_diet%20and%20health/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irdT9Av6ZPk
http://www.nhs.uk/livewell/southasianhealth/pages/10healthyeatingtips.aspx
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Session 4: Respiration and photosynthesis 
 
Watch this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjLzQNtKnN8  
Complete all tasks below in your exercise book.  

Task Description 
1 Write down the word and symbol equation for respiration 

2 Explain how we get glucose into our body and into our cells 

3 Write a paragraph explaining the importance of the circulatory system in respiration 

4 Watch this advert: Every cigarette is doing you damage Design a TV advert about 
the effects of smoking - this can be done on power point, prezzi or as a board by 
board sketch with descriptions as to what is happening 

5 Research the short term and long term effects of exercise on your respiratory 
system 

6 Draw and label a scientific diagram of the heart and lungs. 
High extension: Explain the concept of gaseous exchange 

7 Plan an investigation to show how your pulse rate changes with exercise. You must 
include: 

• Independent Variable (What you change) 
• Dependent Variable (What you measure) 
• What will you keep the same 
• Method for your investigation 
• Prediction of what you think will happen in your experiment 

8 Watch the series of videos: 
Miracle of respiration 1 
Miracle of respiration 2 
Miracle of respiration 3 
Miracle of respiration 4 
Miracle of respiration 5 
Miracle of respiration 6 
Miracle of respiration 7 

 
https://animatedscience.co.uk/ispring/ks3/4_bio_photo/  
If you prefer, complete interactive study lesson quiz, give yourself a mark out of 110: 
_______/110. There are some additional questions on circulation.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjLzQNtKnN8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SxpOUDkibzo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RWC8BRCuTtg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9TRI5F6xo5s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2r5Do9Ureo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GERsMFWYZrw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2TrQkSHpoxQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHupiKNBZ84
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zgcL3JPXm8
https://animatedscience.co.uk/ispring/ks3/4_bio_photo/

